Fire picture monitoring has a wide range of application requirements in the automatic control. First, this paper discusses and explains the automatic image logo location problem. Second, this paper proposes image location method based on image's location characteristics. First, this paper uses the improved method to adapt to the sub space by analyzing the image features of the fire. Second, a description of the similar picture is given by the description of text-like components for improving the detection effect. Finally, a set of experiments are used to verify the effectiveness of the method.
Introduction
With the increasing degree of automation, the demand for image detection is also increasing [1] . For example, the detection of images in the logo. In the management of fire information, it is very important to find the value of the content from the image file. Whether it is a real-time analysis system or picture management file system, automatic positioning of fire identification, can provide reference value for the follow-up work. In this paper, we investigate the problem of fire logo location for documents.
There are two image detect methods: one method is the pixels space in time domain and anther one is frequency domain space. In the time-domain space, block-based image processing [2] is commonly used, the advantage of the method is fast, but the block size is difficult to determine. Color histogram method is the analysis of image content by statistical distribution of colors in an image [3] , it is fast but vulnerable to the interference of the color distribution; therefore, Panda and other researchers proposed color histogram and comprehensive utilization of the method to analysis image analysis with complex background [4] , the advantage can be partially overcome the shortcomings of a single judge to rely on the histogram to improve the accuracy of image comparison. However, invariant moments and the histogram is no apparent connection of this method one of the defects. With local features, Nguyen gave a way of the texture classification using local binary image [5] . The use of image analysis of the characteristics of local area and found images of different shapes, and their advantages are targeted, but the disadvantage is the unknown image algorithm is difficult to adapt. Frequency domain methods that use image analysis, which were analyzed by Gabor filters [6] , is through the filter in different directions to achieve the decomposition of the image content. The advantage is anti-noise ability, but its drawback is caused by multiple directions while makes Gabor filter to use long time consumption.
Most existing image retrieval methods based on global image features ignored the local image features and the relationship between local image pixels. Since images of local image features in the expression of content and global image features are complementary.
Recently, the scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) was proposed and used for pattern recognition as well as other purposed [7] . However, it is not used in document images fields with complex background. To meet our purpose, we first improve the SIFT based on the copyright tag's characteristic in documents. The method uses localized information to find remain stable in face of common image transformation. Based on this idea, Several types of local descriptors have been reported in the literature [8] and same frameworks were proposed to compare their performance [9] .
In this paper, the method is proposed based on SIFT framework and attempts to analyze the local area characteristics of logos in some documents in order to overcome the defect caused by algorithms which ignore local features of images.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, the proposed approach is given. In Sect. 3, the experiment for extracting features of fire waring logo images are introduced. Section 4 includes experimental study covering details and results. In Sect. 5, a brief discussion is given with a conclusion.
Improved Location Features
Since the fire warning logo image are always blocks, potential features should be key emphasized. Although SIFT is used for pattern recognition as well as other application, it is not used for fire warning document field. For these reasons, we improve the SIFT method in order to make it suitable for this type images. Two changes are made as below.
Local Features
In method [1] , a scale-normalized image region is represented with the concatenation of gradient orientation histograms relative to several rectangular surgeons. In this work, we will use 4 components of sub descriptor from a sub-region based due to the following facts:
With fire warning images in documents, there is more text share like tags and more strokes in vertical and horizon lines.
SIFT descriptors have 8 components and a keypoint descriptor includes a 128-dimention vector. For the first fact, the performance can be improved by using properties of tag in images. For second one, we can decrease components size for speed produce.
Tag Located from Document
Tag regions are characterized by a high density of edges. [2] Neumann pointed out the gradient in text regions exhibit an anti-parallel property. Based on these observations, we define text-like components using connected component (CC) based methods. The Experiments
Logo Images in Document
For fire warning images in documents, there some different sharp tags in different web system. We acquired our images from some documents with image website providers in China. Experiments were carried out on each type images. Total Images contains 7000 color scale images(640*480) from five main type website provider. For each type about 60 samples from different documents were taken for training and remain is for retrieval. Processing Some old document database contains different type logos images. A logo tag can be embedded in images. Conversely, the tags and its nearest pixels are interest points, since it contains the majority of features. The candidate of the interest region is located by CCs methods. This produce is applied to gray images (transformed by color image) in order to mark outline of special regions. When extracting special regions, SIFT can be performed in this area.
Features
In order to find local features invariant to scaling and rotation, SIFT was proposed. In initial method, a keypoint descriptor includes a 128 dimensional vector and has property of low computation cost.
With the image's characteristic, we simplified the feature descriptor by decreasing components from 8 to 4 which will decrease computation complex.
For features of copyright tag, they are always distributed in horizontal and vertical direction. In order to speed compute rate, method of [3] was applied for features. It uses corner and edge detector to filter features. After filtered, the features with short energy corner response were removed. By using this method, time of matching the feature is shorted. In [4] , Euclidean distance is used for comparing two vectors. But in our method, we use Hellinger distance for measure similar.
It is well known for classifier application such as text and image classification especially for unbalance data set, Hellinger distance measure is more validity of the established as the choice of suitable features.
The Hellinger distance is a another way to reflect the distance of two distributions. Suppose in metric space ( , λ Θ ), , P Q are two vectors. For Hellinger distance between them is defined as:
Between the two vectors, ( , ) H P Q non-negative and symmetric. In this article, we use Hellinger distance instead of Euclidean distance.
The experiments are respectively performed by proposed method in this article. For fire warning logo retrieval, the main outline of experiment are:
(1) Resize original images to the same size, here is 640*480; (2) Binary image by text regions CC method; (3) Calculate local descriptors in image and filter features its max horizontal and vertical direction; (4) Find max similar descriptors pairs in image feature space. For experiment, the amount of key points is describes by the distribution of copyright tag properties. The time spent on extracting candidate descriptors and matching produce can be reducing by reducing components of sub-region.
Results
Retrieval result we obtained using the measurement of Hellinger distance. In experiment, retrieval ratio is improved from 82.1% to 86.2%. The result is been slightly improved by employing binary copyright tag CC method which decreases background pixels affected. This improvement in results is due to the fact that we use property features of logo's tag in fire waring images. The data of the descriptor is shown in Figure 1 . Shown in Figure 3 ., we can find the number reduced percent is different according to different logos in documents.
In Figure 3 , we give a demo of retrieval logo in document , using this method we can find a special document in complex background. 
Conclusions
As a conclusion, we present a method for document retrial images. The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
(1) Images with complex background were studies using SIFT method. Binary images were analysized and descriptors were generated by CC methods.
(2) An method of local features is proposed for special fire document image problem which can makes some old document more fast retrieval.
Experimental results indicate that our method is superior in terms of speed for fire document images. The novelty of this solution is a method for fire logo retrieval methods More studies in the aspect of basic theory of descriptors combined complex sub-region should be invested in future.
